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THE WAR AND INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY"
A TIMELY ARTICLE ANALYZING THE INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL, FINANCIAL AND
SOCIAL INTERESTS OF THE UNITED STATES AND ADVOCATING THE IMPORTANCE OF SAFEGUARDING THIS COUNTRY AS A W H O L E IN THE NEAR FUTURE
By Joseph E. DavleB, Chairman Federal Trade Commission.

H E economic m a p of the world is being remade. T h e which c a m e to the support of the tottering financial struc-'
nations are to-day studying it keenly. This is so, lure not only of this nation but of the world were diswhether It be in Australia, South Africa, Central patched to the financial centers with a speed and a prompAmerica, the Orient, or In the warring countries them- titude that'was regarded as physically impossible. E x selves. The best thought of the world is seeking to fore- ecutive order, legislative authorization, and executive ac-j
cast conditions and to so readjust affairs as to procure the tlon were projected into tbe situation with promptneBB and
greatest possible national advantage lit future develop- wisdom that will stand out as worthy of the finest achieve\
ment. T h e industrial, commercial and financial inter- ments of American capacity to meet emergency.
Since that lime, and through the long period of 14
course of the world is In the process of being recast. T b e
next few years contain possibilities of as far-reaching months of delicate and hazardous International relations,
and enduring consequence to our industry, commerce and the big, substantial fact remains that this country has
finance as perhaps any years In the history of our country. been kept out of w a r and has been held upon the paths
W h a t are w e doing under theso circumstances? T o be of pence. That is the signal service that your President
sure. In the Immediate shock of change, our business com- of the United States has rendered in this situation, not I
i
munity mot conditions '.with splendid adaptability. Yankee only to the nation but ulao to humanity. .
In lesser- degree every agency of the Federal GovernIngenuity and American enterprise display its genius to
no greater advantage than in remnklng its industry to con- ment has been bending Us efforts to the aiding and sustaining of American interests in this war crisis. Of these
form to the changing conditions of the last 14 months.
various
activities I cannot speak with deflnlleness, except
But that 1B not enough. H o w are \ye building? W h a t
ure w e going to do with this vast volume of gold coin, as to those of the Federal Trade Commission affecting our
constituting one-fourttr of the total of the world's sup- foreign and our domestic Industry under those conditions.
With foreign trade w e have come into contact through
ply, which if; pouring into this country and bringing with
it unprecedented expansion and prosperity? Shall it be the provisions of the organic act creating the Commission.
Being charged by Congress with the obligation of ascer- i
dissipated by an era of wild speculation that will bring
Inevitable reaction, or shall it be utilized for the broad taining and reporting from time to time as to competitive
and extensive building of a firm structure which the con- conditions 'that exist in foreign countries of the world
structive vision, sagacity, and daring.of American indus- which affect adversely the interests of American industry, '
try can translate into enduring benefit for the American the Federal Trade Commission concluded that the present '•
was a time than which there could be none more opporpeople?
tune or valuable for the exercise of that power. InforWhat of foreign trade? Are w e to be content with im- mation has been gathered from all published sources as
mediate and large profits? O r shall w e recognize,a great, to the existence of foreign combinations of an interna- '
opportunity through which w e m a y establish the char- tional character that existed prior to this war, and which ;
acter, quality and value of American goods, and thereby were operating in the markets of the world; investigators
establish a firm grip upon international markets, in anti- have procured first hand Information as to conditions in
cipation of the keen competition that is to come, so that foreign markets; hearings have been held in the princi- i
thereby a body of substantial foreign trade m a y bo de- pal centers of foreign trade in this country to obtain
veloped which shall serve as a back log and as a sta- first-hand information from the business m e n engaged In
bilizer of American industrial conditions for the long and foreign commercial enterprises; 30,000 letters have been ,
great future?
sent out to business m e n , containing searching questionThe character of your membership, and tbe fact that
there exist organizations of this kind; the extension of
banking facilities in South America, with splendid vision,
and without regard to Immediate profit; the projection of
an American Investment corporation to engage in the
financing of projects in neutral countries that have been
crippled by war conditions; these and other facts which
might be named are indications that in the present situa' HEAD OFFICE
tion there is a commercial and financial statecraft In this
country to-day that Is the equal of our best traditions,
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and that gives promise of enduring advantage for our
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was prepared to fill. A letter directed to the corporation
complained of resulted n a retraction, and in the circulation of auch retraction extensively, and the applicant for
a complaint thereupon1 requested the dismissal of tbe
matter.
(
In still another case.ia corporation engaged in the m a n ufacture of an article, published advertisements In which
were statements disparaging tbe goods of a competitor In j
an improper way. T h e practice was called to tbe attontion ,
of the Commission, wilh tbe result that it w a s Immediately discontinued.
Recently complaint vas m a d e by one of the lorge socalled Independents against an allowed price-discrimination practice indulged In by a larger competitive rival.
Upon complaint being m a d e by the Commission with the
larger competitor, the assurance w a s voluntarily given
that the practice would be discontinued, not only as to
the party complaining out also as a general practice, and
as to all persons In the trade. Thus It happens that the
relief which the Commission could give, to wit, the procurement of the stopping of the practice, is secured with
immediate relief to those injured. Instead of going through
a long process of litigation and procedure that might involve inuntbB, or possibly years, tor its final determination.
It is contemplated that by the publication of a ruling
upon each case, as it is disposed of, that ultimately a
body of cases will be blillt Up which.will operate as a code
of what establishes fairness and unfairness in trade, to
the benefit of Industry in this situation where formal
complaints do not come to trial.
The powers of the Federal Trade Commission are limited by the law of its creation. They are not as extensive
as m a n y proponents might have desired; but its responsibilities are greater than Its power. T o tho extent that
in Itg power lay, it is bent and animated by a desire and
purpose to aid in every possible manner that is consistent with democratic institutions, in tbe development, of
the power and greatness of this nation as an industrial,
commercial and financial nation in the world.
It is one of the agencies of Government that must seek,
in small part, to aid in the solution of the great, problem
of the future.
While the significance of Germany's efficiency m a y perhaps have been exaggerated, nevertheless it is true that
an Industrial as well as a military organization has been
quietly developed in Europe that has eclipsed anything
of the kind that w e have seen. Economies have been induced in production; scientific methods effected In marketing and distribution; exploitation through combinations
of an international character have been developed and
The Federal Trade Commission w a s created out of a deare the complement of a military machine that has comsire to bring Into the relations between Government and
manded the admiration of the world. Within the months
business and society, a constructive agency. It w a s delast P«st these facts have not been apparent to us alone.
signed by those w h o created tt not aa a punitive, but as a
England, Prance and Italy have, under the pressure of
corrective force. It w a s hoped that It would serve to
overpowering necessity, endeavored to specialize Indus-1
bring about a more simple, direct and informal agency
try for greater economy and effectiveness, and to a defor adjustment Of matters than would be afforded through
gree that it is difficult for us to understand. These influ-i
a strictly judicial or a strictly administrative agency.
ences will obtain after peace has come. T o speculate as
The fact that there m a y be comparatively few complaints
to the future conditions following the war is idle. But
brought by this body is therefore not an Indication that
it Is still greater folly to assume ttiat in the long future
relief is not being accorded; but m a y be in fact an indithose lessons derived from these conditions will not be
cation that the effectiveness of this agency is being demtranslated with military effectiveness and discipline into1
onstrated along the lines contemplated by those w h o
efficiencies and economies of production and distribution,
sought Its enactment. A few illustrations of the manner
when the energies pent up in the struggle shall be reIn which this operates will Illustrate tbje situation.
leased for industrial endeavor. T h e reorganization of inA corporation engaged In the business of selling type- dustry, when finally established in Europe, will in all
writers circulated a m o n g dealers in m a n y cities a. letter probability be Invested with a degree of efficiency that
falsely stating that a competitor had moved its factory will c o m m a n d the respect of all rivals in international
from Chicago, and that the customers of such factory competition in tho markets of the world. T h e stimulus
would be compelled to m a k e new arrangements for obtain(Continued on page 1785.)
ing tvnt»wiHtar» which need the advertising corporation
tlon have been extended to such businesses as deBlre assistance In matters ot cost accounting and efficiency methods in manufacture or commerce. Thin cost accounting
tservfco han not been Imppaed upon anyone, but exists for
those w h o intent wish to avail themselves of It. It has
been met with great favor by all classes of business.
The principal function for which thp Federal Trade C o m mission was created wat? undoubtedly to prevent practices
of unfair competition In industry. The object w a s to destroy monopoly in the seed, and to protect the groat m a jority of business units in industry, whone chief menace
cornea from practices of unfair competition which might
be employed by not a more efficient but by a more.powerful rival. Complaints covering m a n y varieties of unfair
methods have been filed with the Commission such as,
false advertising, bogus Independents, price discrimination,
bribery of employes, boycotts, misbraildlng of goods, rebates, and tbe like. These complaints have c o m e from
all classes of Industry, covering the fields of mining, agriculture, manufacture and distribution.
Of these c o m plaints, and their disposition, the public has not heard
much. This Is so because oE two conditions which the
Federal Trade Commission haa imposed upon Its procedure, for the public interest. N o information Is given
out, or is obtainable upon any application tor a complaint
which is m a d e to the Federal Trade Commission, until
the case bus been investigated and until it has been determined that a formal complaint is to be served by the
Commission against the parties complained of. T h e reasons for this are,first,to protect those w h o in good faith
m a k e the complaint, from reprisals by those against w h o m
the charges are m a d e ; and, second, to protect legitimate
business from the injury which the publication of malicious or Improper applications or complaints might subject them to. T h e other policy which has been adopted
is that of advising the party complained against, ol the
nature and character of the charges m a d e , before formal
complaint, is m a d e and filed by the Commission, to the
end that either the party complained of m a y establish the
lack of public interest, or be given an opportunity, If the
situation is clear, to agree that neither as to the complaint, nor as to the general public will there be a continuance of such illegal practice. These policies tend to
obscure the amount of work done by the Commission, so
far as the publicity oC its work ia coucerned; but it has
been felt that a larger service w a s being performed by
the proper protection of legitimate Interests of business
and by the speedy accomplishment of the relief to the
general public and to the parties complained of.
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